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You can never go wrong with Christina Lauren!' Paige ToonFrom the New York Times bestselling author of
The Unhoneymooners comes a laugh-out-loud love story about two assistants tasked with keeping their

bosses' relationship on the rails, who start to feel sparks of their own . . .For the last decade, Carey Douglas
has poured her heart into working for the Tripps. Now, with a new show, a book about to launch and a brand
built on their marriage, the couple are on the verge of superstardom. There's only one problem: they can't
stand each other.With disaster looming, the Tripps embark on their book tour and Carey is given the
impossible task of keeping the quarrelling couple in line. Only this time she has a companion: James

McCann, engineering whiz, know-it-all and enticing new addition to the team. While on the road, Carey and
James vow to work together to keep their bosses' secrets hidden.
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Honey Lauren

The HoneyDont List. Carey and James were tasked with the job of keeping the Tripps on schedule their
relationship in line and their true feelings hidden from the public eye. Because this book didnt quite measure
up to the other two titles I have read by them The HoneyDont List falls into the just ok category for me. With
a new show and a book about to launch the Tripps are on the verge of superstardom. This list could go on and
on but the most important thing on the list is still Honey dont stop being my honey because together we still
have plenty more to do. Unfortunately The HoneyDont List wasnt a hit for me like The Unhoneymooners
was. Read reviews and buy The HoneyDont List by Christina Lauren Paperback at Target. Bartenders Blues
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1.29 on iTunes 6. Christina Lauren. Many songs have been written about California some songs describe its
people places and events while others touch on Californian experiences and state of mind.
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